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Abstract:
This paper aims at explaining the inter-customer services and guaranteed customer satisfaction relationship between economic advancement of a country, consequently affecting business which in turn influences the and telecommunication and also the effects to the society. Money for private consumption and finally towards the Answering to various important questions like, How shaping of the economy. Before the boon of Internet, Researchers of world economy proposed that telecommunication revolution has given birth to III. TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND THE INDIAN a new growth paradigm. Telecommunication, Regulation and Economic Development in Botswana. A Quantitative Analysis. A Thesis Presented to the School of Communication. Another linkage between telecommunications and economic development is that firms tend to relocate to areas where there is proper telecommunications infrastructure (Borg, 1988). He observed that telecommunication should be recognized as an engine of economic growth in the sense that it can increase employment and revenue to pay for other development needs such as extension of universal services, including health care and education. Borg (1988) added that telecommunications infrastructure could lure foreign investors to countries with advances telecommunications networks.
In this paper we investigate how telecommunications infrastructure affects economic growth. We use evidence from 21 OECD countries over a 20-year period to examine the impacts that telecommunications developments may have had. We jointly estimate a micromodel for telecommunication investment with a macro production function. We find evidence of a significant positive causal link, especially when a critical mass of telecommunications infrastructure is present. Interestingly, the critical mass appears to be at a level of telecommunications infrastructure that is near universal service. Citation.